Different software tools have been developed with the purpose of performing offline evaluations of recommender systems. However, the results obtained with these tools may be not directly comparable because of subtle differences in the experimental protocols and metrics. Furthermore, it is difficult to analyze in the same experimental conditions several algorithms without disclosing their implementation details. For these reasons, we introduce RecLab, an open source software for evaluating recommender systems in a distributed fashion. By relying on consolidated web protocols, we created RESTful APIs for training and querying recommenders remotely. In this way, it is possible to easily integrate into the same toolkit algorithms realized with different technologies. In details, the experimenter can perform an evaluation by simply visiting a web interface provided by RecLab. The framework will then interact with all the selected recommenders and it will compute and display a comprehensive set of measures, each representing a different metric. The results of all experiments are permanently stored and publicly available in order to support accountability and comparative analyses.
INTRODUCTION
Different authors have empirically demonstrated that offline evaluation protocols in the context of recommender systems have several weaknesses [13] . For example, it is widely known that comparing results obtained in different experimental settings should be done with caution, as the slightest difference in the evaluation protocol may result in measures that are totally inconsistent [9] .
Nevertheless, offline experiments are extremely important for comparing a large number of candidate algorithms without sustaining the costs of an online evaluation involving too many human subjects [5] . After having pruned the set of available systems, it is however advisable to analyze them in a real environment for obtaining more conclusive results.
In this paper, we propose a way of overcoming the problem of comparing offline evaluation results obtained from different recommendation algorithms in heterogeneous settings. To this end, we designed and implemented an open source evaluation framework for top-k prediction methods, called RecLab, 1 that is capable of interacting with several recommenders using RESTful APIs.
The responsibilities of the evaluator and the recommender are clearly separated because of the distributed architecture of the system. The evaluator is in charge of building a training set, selecting a set of users to whom recommend the items, and computing the evaluation metrics. On the other hand, the recommender must be capable of predicting a list of the most appropriate items for each user, given the information available in the training set. 1 https://github.com/D2KLab/reclab The configuration parameters of each experiment are left to the user of the toolkit, who is free to choose the dataset, the splitting strategy, the size of the test set, the length k of the recommended lists, and the rating threshold between relevant and irrelevant items. The experiment can be designed and run by simply interacting with a web-based GUI provided by the toolkit. Other researchers can easily plug their recommender systems into the evaluation pipeline by implementing the APIs defined by RecLab and by deploying them on a server. Thanks to this approach, it is possible to compare, in a controlled environment, different algorithms and techniques without necessary disclosing their implementation details. The results of each experiment, along with the respective configuration parameters, are publicly available to support accountability and comparative analyses of the results.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we review related works. In Section 3 we introduce the main design choices behind our evaluation framework, while in Section 4 we describe how different recommenders can interact with the evaluator. In Section 5 we explain the mathematical details of the metrics computed during the evaluation phase. We present and discuss our results in Section 6 and, in Section 7, we provide the conclusions.
RELATED WORK
To the best of our knowledge, the problem of evaluating a recommender system was first addressed by Herlocker et al. [7] . In their work, the authors argue that an offline experiment, in order to be complete and trustworthy, should rely on a comprehensive set of metrics. They review several indicators usually exploited by different researchers and they classify them into three categories: predictive accuracy metrics, classification accuracy metrics, and rank accuracy metrics. RecLab is mostly based on rank accuracy metrics, as those are usually employed in real scenarios.
Jannach et al. [9] compared several recommendation algorithms in an offline experiment considering different splitting protocols and metrics. Their results suggest that some algorithms, despite their high accuracy, tend to only recommend popular items that are probably not very interesting to users. For this reason, it is not advisable to evaluate algorithms by relying only on accuracy metrics. With these conclusions in mind, we decided to include in RecLab a comprehensive set of seven metrics.
Said and Bellogín [13] analyzed several recommender systems evaluation frameworks in order to check if their results are consistent. They discovered that the values obtained with the same dataset and algorithm may vary significantly among different toolkits. These discrepancies are mainly caused by the data splitting protocol, the strategy used to generate the candidate items, and the implementation details of the evaluation metrics. In order to support the reproducibility of the results, we also store the experimental settings together with the measurement outcomes.
In several domains, researchers have already realized comprehensive benchmarking platforms for evaluating different algorithms in a controlled environment relying on a standardized set of metrics. Texygen [18] is a toolkit for measuring the performance of text generation models; however, differently from RecLab, it does not include a web-based interface. On the other hand, GERBIL [16] is an evaluation framework for semantic entity annotation that permanently stores and publishes on the Web the results of each experiment for reproducibility purposes.
EVALUATION FRAMEWORK
RecLab has been implemented as a distributed web application: its users can setup the experimental environment by simply visiting a web page. This step is crucial for the correct execution of the measurements, as selecting inconsistent or wrong values may lead to results that are extremely difficult to interpret [9] .
In details, the experimenter needs to specify the following parameters before starting an evaluation:
• the initial rating dataset;
• the technique used to split the dataset;
• the size of the training and the test set;
• the length k of the lists of recommended items;
• the threshold between negative and positive ratings;
• the list of recommenders to be evaluated.
We included in this evaluation framework three widely used rating datasets: MovieLens 100K, 2 MovieLens 1M, 3 and HetRec LastFM. 4 The MovieLens datasets are among the most popular recommender systems datasets about movies preferences [6] , while the last one is particularly interesting as it contains the number of times each user listened to a specific artist on LastFM [1] . Other datasets can be easily added by editing a configuration file.
We provide two different methods for splitting the rating dataset R in a training set R t r ain and a test set R t est such that R = R t r ain ∪ R t est . The first one is a random splitting method that assigns each rating ρ ∈ R to the test set or the training set according to a probability specified by the user, that is proportional to the expected size of the test set. In general, this method should be the preferred one when no temporal information is available [5] ; the default size of the test set is the 20% of the dataset.
A second splitting technique is based on the timestamps associated to the ratings: the whole dataset is ordered from the oldest to the newest rating; then, the first ones are assigned to R t r ain , while the others to R t est . This protocol simulates the behaviour of a recommender introduced at a certain point in time in the system. While the HetRec LastFM dataset does not include any timestamp, the MovieLens ones do. However, their values probably do not represent when users watched a certain movie, but when they rated it on the platform.
Another fundamental parameter of the experiment is the length k of the lists of recommended items, as it will deeply influence all the metrics computed by the evaluator. This value should be set according to the number of items that the final application will display to its users. Typical values for this criterion are 5 or 10.
The experimenter also needs to specify what is the threshold between negative and positive ratings: only ratings with a value strictly greater than the threshold will be considered likes during the evaluation phase. Many recommenders will only analyze positive ratings during the training phase. However, this is beyond the scope of the evaluator, so it is a responsibility of the recommender to properly load the ratings. The most appropriate value for this parameter depends on the dataset: a typical setting for MovieLens datasets is 3, thus only 4 and 5 stars ratings are considered positive. For the HetRec LastFM dataset, as the rating value represents the number of times a user listened to an artist, any small number may be reasonable, including 0.
For demonstrative purposes, we included in RecLab a set of recommender systems that follow the interaction protocol described in Section 4. However, anyone is encouraged to implement other techniques for the purpose of evaluating them with this framework. Further recommenders can be added by simply inserting their URIs in a configuration file present in our repository. All available recommenders are then displayed to the experimenter, for letting her select which ones to evaluate.
In details, we have realized the classical most popular and random recommenders. Our most popular recommender is personalized: it will never suggest to a certain user items already rated by the same user in the training set. On the other hand, the random recommender will select any item available in the training set with an equal probability.
Furthermore, we have included the MyMediaLite [3] implementations of the Item KNN, User KNN, BPRMF, and WRMF recommender systems using their default settings. 5 BPRMF is a recommendation algorithm based on a Bayesian ranking optimization method [12] , while WRMF is weighted matrix factorization technique [8] .
INTERACTION PROTOCOL
RecLab is a distributed evaluation framework. For this reason, it exploits consolidated web standards to create a communication channel among itself and the recommenders under analysis: the overall protocol is graphically depicted as a UML sequence diagram in Figure 1 . This interaction is initiated when the experimenter decides to execute a new evaluation, and it is repeated for every recommender selected as part of it.
First, the evaluator requests the recommender to train a new recommendation model with a post on the resource /model. It provides to the recommender a URI from which it can download the training set and the rating threshold, as specified by the experimenter. Only the ratings with a value strictly greater than the threshold should be considered as positive feedbacks.
The recommender can now retrieve the training set from the provided URI. Each training set is specific for a particular experiment, but it is created at run time by the evaluator using the configuration settings specified by the user. The training set consists of a list of ratings, where each rating associates a user, an item, and, optionally, a timestamp to a numerical value. Now the recommender has all the information required to perform the training process. Meanwhile, the evaluator will start asking asynchronously to the recommender if this phase has ended with a get of /model. When the recommender is ready to suggest items, the evaluator is informed of that and it can proceed to the next step.
The evaluator asks the recommender, with a post on the resource /recommendation, to create a list of k items for each user specified in the payload of the request. The list of users to whom recommend the items contains all the users available in the test set, while the value of k was initially provided by the experimenter. Note that it is a responsibility of the recommender avoiding to suggest items already rated by a particular user in the training set. In general, there is no guarantee that the test set will only contain users and items available in the training set.
Because also the recommendation phase may be time consuming, it is considered asynchronous, similarly to the training one. The evaluator starts asking with a get on the same resource if the lists of recommendations are ready. When they are correctly retrieved, the evaluator asks the recommender to delete the /model to avoid consuming memory, while it begins to compute the evaluation metrics detailed in Section 5.
METRICS
In order to better analyze the recommender systems under evaluation from different perspectives, we decided to include in RecLab a comprehensive set of seven different metrics. In fact, it is not possible to accurately evaluate in an offline experiment a set of recommenders by only relying on a single indicator [7] . We selected not only classic metrics like coverage and precision but also less widespread ones like novelty, diversity, and serendipity.
In the following, we define U as the set users υ ∈ U, I as the set of items ι ∈ I, and R as the set of ratings ρ ∈ R.
Furthermore, we define rec(υ, k) as the list of the top-k items recommended to user υ and re f (υ) as the set of items rated positively by user υ in the test set R t est .
Coverage The coverage of a recommender is a measure that represents the number of items in the catalog over which the system can make suggestions [5] . Given the lists of recommended items for each user in the test set, we compute the percentage of distinct suggested items with respect to the distinct items available in the training set.
This metric captures if the recommender is capable of suggesting enough various items to each user, or if it always proposes the same items to all the users. Coverage should be analyzed together with precision, otherwise it is clear that random recommendations will achieve optimal results [7] . Precision Precision, in the context of information retrieval, represents the fraction of selected documents that are relevant. For a recommender system, it measures the fraction of recommended items that are liked by a user [14] .
In order to avoid overestimating the value of precision, we assume that all non-rated items are irrelevant [15] . Recall Complementary to precision, recall represents the fraction of relevant documents that have been selected. In the context of recommender systems, it measures the fraction of correctly recommended items with respect to all the items the are liked by a user [14] .
If the set of items rated positively by a user is empty, we assume that the recall for that user is 0 by definition. NDCG The Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain is another information retrieval metric, that also considers a logarithmic gain related to the position of each correctly predicted item [10] . This metric reveals if a recommender is capable of correctly predicting items at the top of the list.
Where ι ∈ rec(υ, k). The DCG value needs to be divided by the ideal DCG for normalization. The ideal DCG can be computed with the same formula, assuming that all recommended items are relevant for the associated user. Novelty This metric rewards algorithms capable of suggesting items that belong to the long-tail of the catalog, and so it is unlikely that they are already known by a certain user [17] . In this way, it is possible to check that the recommended items are not too popular and obvious.
Where ι ∈ rec(υ, k) and f req : I → [0, 1] represents the probability of observing the item ι in I t r ain . We also assume that log 2 (0) 0 by definition. Diversity The metric of diversity is inspired by the metric of Intra-List Similarity proposed by Ziegler et al. [19] . It measures how much the items included in the recommended lists are diverse. A higher diversity may be beneficial for the users, as they are encouraged to better explore the catalog [11] .
Where ι ∈ rec(υ, k) and sim : I × I → [−1, 1] is a similarity measure between two items. We decided to exploit the cosine similarity computed between the vectors representing the users who liked the two items in the training set.
The resulting value is a number in the interval [0, 2]: higher values imply an higher diversity. Serendipity Serendipity can be defined as the capability of identifying items that are both attractive and unexpected [2] . It is possible to measure the serendipity of a recommender by computing its precision after having discarded the items suggested by a primitive recommender [4] .
Where prim(k) is the set of the top-k most popular items available in the training set. We can, in fact, suppose that popular items are already known by several users, and thus they cannot contribute to the serendipity of the suggestions.
This set is not final, as RecLab can be easily expanded in order to compute additional metrics that the community considers useful.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To prove the effectiveness of RecLab, we performed three different experiments with the recommender systems described in Section 3 whose implementation details are available in our repository.
In the first one, we selected the MovieLens 1M dataset and we chose a random splitting protocol. For the other parameters, we used the default values of the framework: the test set size is the 20% of the dataset, the length k of the recommended lists is equal to 10, while the rating threshold is equal to 3. The results of this first experiment are reported in Table 1 .
In the second experiment, we only changed the splitting protocol to the timestamp-based one, while we retained all other parameters unmodified. The results are reported in Table 2 .
Finally, for performing the third experiment, we selected the HetRec LastFM dataset. All other parameters are the same of the first experiment, but the rating threshold, which is now equal to 0. The results of this last experiment are reported in Table 3 .
As expected, the random recommender always achieves the best coverage, novelty, and diversity, while also obtaining the worst precision, recall, NDCG, and serendipity. On the other hand, the most popular recommender has a very low coverage and novelty, but it also has interesting values of precision and NDCG, especially with the MovieLens dataset. Note its impressive increase in terms of precision obtained by simply changing the splitting protocol.
The measures of serendipity are not exactly zero because this implementation of the most popular recommender suggests a personalized list of popular items, avoiding the ones already rated by the same user in the training set.
If we ignore the random suggestions, the Item KNN recommender obtains the best results in terms of coverage, novelty, and diversity in all the experiments. Regarding the metric of precision, we observe interesting results with the User KNN recommender in the first experiment, with the User KNN and the WRMF in the second one, and with the WRMF in the last one. We observe a dramatic decrease in precision of the BPRMF recommender in the LastFM experiment, probably due to the characteristics of the dataset.
In the last experiment, the WRMF algorithm achieves the best values of precision, recall, NDCG, and serendipity. However, it also scores a very low coverage; in contrast, the Item KNN recommender has a fair precision and an interesting coverage. For this reason, it would be useful to compare these algorithms in an online experiment involving human subjects.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have introduced RecLab, an open source framework for evaluating top-k recommender systems in a distributed setting. The main aim of this work is to support the accountability and the reproducibility of the results of the experiments by permanently storing and publicly displaying their configuration parameters and numerical outcomes.
RecLab is based on a RESTful interaction protocol that enables researchers to evaluate different recommenders created with heterogeneous technologies in a common experimental context and with a comprehensive set of metrics.
The results of each experiment can be easily retrieved and automatically processed using a machine-readable format.
We exploited RecLab for performing three experiments involving all the recommenders at our disposal. We empirically validated the importance of considering different metrics in order to execute a reliable evaluation and we observed the impact of the configuration parameters on the outcome of the experiments.
As future works, we plan to integrate more rating datasets and other recommendation techniques. We also envision the possibility of enhancing the interaction protocol in order to let the experimenter specify the configuration parameters of each recommender.
